
Requirement: 
 Process orientation to industrial standards
 Fast and brillant results
 Economical material consumption
 Long-lasting surface protection
 Silicon-free surface

Work assignment: 
 Preparing/Matting of automotive clear coats
 Eliminating of paint defects (inclusion, spray,  

 “paint tears”/”runs”)
 Adapting blending methods

Users: 
 Workshops 
 Paintshops
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Highlight  
Your Brilliance!

 

Body & Paint 
Reliable polishing of all  
common coatings
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Polishing pastes for 
professionals 
In industry and trade
Menzerna automotive polishes and care products stand for  
optimum results and fast processing with low material 
consumption. From polishing beginners and enthusiasts to 
industry and trade, our sophisticated product range offers 
the right product for every process step. 



Body & Paint: 
To meet the highest standards  

**All systems listed are flexible and to be understood as recommendations. The majority of all applications in practice are covered. At each polishing level, 
further products are optionally available which can replace individual polishes if required. You can find the entire polish program at www.menzerna.com.

**VOC-free means free from Volatile Organic Compounds according to DIN EN ISO 11890-2.
www.menzerna.com@menzerna.global @menzerna.global menzerna Menzerna Polishing Compounds

PREMIUM FRESH PAINT* 
- Strong abrasiveness with highest gloss  

in shortest time -

CLASSIC FRESH PAINT* 
- Reliable paint correction system -

PREMIUM FRESH 
PAINT CUT* 

- Strong abrasiveness and optimizing work time -

DESIRED RESULT 

MEDIUM CUT FOAM PAD

MEDIUM CUT FOAM PAD

HEAVY CUT FOAM PAD

Rotativ, orbital 

Rotativ, orbital 

Rotativ, orbital 

Step 1: Rotativ, orbital Step 2: orbital Step 3: orbital 

Rotativ, orbital 

SOFT CUT FOAM PAD

MEDIUM CUTHEAVY CUT FINISH PROTECTION

Elimination of sanding spots, deep scratches,  
and strong spray

Elimination of scratching, washing and friction marks,  
holograms, and spray

Elimination of friction marks, holograms,  
and micro scratches

heavy medium light

SILICONE FREE

WAX FOAM PAD, Microfiber cloth 

WAX FOAM PAD, Microfiber cloth 

SOFT CUT FOAM PAD

HEAVY CUT FOAM PAD

 

DEGREE OF SURFACE EXPOSURE

Standard surface after deep  
grinding as an ideal basis for  
following polishing steps.

Perfect surface with radiant gloss 
on bright paints.

Absolutely hologram-free surface 
with exclusive shine, even on dark 
coatings.

Protected, noticeably smoother, silicone- 
free surface with high gloss value and  
perfect water beading.

Technical product-datasheets on: www.menzerna.com

WAX FOAM PAD, Microfiber cloth 

Rotativ, orbital 

LIQUID
CARNAUBA 

PROTECTION

SOFT CUT FOAM PAD

orbital 

In Acc. with DIN EN ISO 11890-2

In Acc. with DIN EN ISO 11890-2


